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EPISODE SIXTEEN 

 

BEGIN RECORDING: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – BRIDGE 

 

Schuul and Eshpen are talking in low voices. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Of course, we’ll need to act    

   fast. The situation is delicate   

   highly volatile – one wrong    

   move and the whole thing goes    

   sideways. 

 

     ESHPEN 

   You can rely on me. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   I know I can, Eshpen. You have   

   everything in place? 

 

     ESHPEN 

   Of course, Commander. Waiting    

   for your orders. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Good. Once we complete this    

   tedious little interlude, we    

   can complete the mission and    

   return to Esho. I can’t say     

   I’ll be sorry to leave this     

   ship behind. 

 

     ESHPEN 

    (tentatively) 

   If I might ask... why is this    

   interlude necessary in the first   

   place? Why not simply do our    

   job and leave? 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Because it has to look natural.   

   It has to look innocuous. Now    

   remember, we were never here,    

   you understand? 

 

     ESHPEN 

   I understand. 
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     SCHUUL 

   Glad to hear it. Any minute    

   now... 

 

The door OPENS. Harris enters, accompanied by Cardish. 

 

     CARDISH 

   Commander, I fetched Captain    

   Harris for you, just as you    

   ordered. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Ah, Cardish, right on time.    

   Thank you, dismissed. 

 

     CARDISH 

   Yes, Commander! 

 

She LEAVES. 

 

     HARRIS 

   You wanted to see me, Commander? 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Yes, I did. Take a seat. 

 

     HARRIS 

   I’m alright... 

 

     SCHUUL 

   I said, take a seat. 

 

Harris SITS. 

 

     SCHUUL (CONT.) 

   I’ve been keeping an eye on    

   your crew’s activities over    

   the past two days, and I will    

   say that I’m impressed by how    

   much work you’ve got out of     

   them. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Thank you, Commander. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   I’ve noticed that your      

   communications array only     

   supports long-haul package     

   messages. You don’t have     

   access to a reverse transmitter? 
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     HARRIS 

   Uh... no, I don’t think Mission   

   Swallow had that kind of budget. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Of course. In any case, mission   

   control has allowed the use of   

   the Eclipse’s transmitter aboard   

   the Starstrider while we are    

   docked here. A gesture of goodwill,  

   as it were. 

 

     HARRIS 

   So... what, we’re phoning home?   

   Why now? 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Don’t you want to contact anyone   

   on Esho? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Well, no, of course I do. But...   

   why? 

 

     SCHUUL 

   That’s classified. If I were you,   

   Captain Harris, I would take the   

   opportunity and not ask too many   

   questions. Is that understood? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Perfectly. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Then I suggest you inform your   

   crewmates and report back here   

   for the equipment. Dismissed. 

 

Harris LEAVES. 

 

     ESHPEN 

   We need to do something about    

   her. It’s only a matter of     

   time before – 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Don’t try to do my job for me,   

   Eshpen. It won’t turn out well   

   for you. 
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     ESHPEN 

   Yes, Commander. I apologise. 

 

     SCHUUL 

   Accepted. Go and check on our    

   newest recruit – make sure he    

   isn’t getting himself in     

   trouble. 

 

     ESHPEN 

   Right away. And... what will    

   you be doing? 

 

     SCHUUL 

   I’ve got a call to make. Go    

   to work. My patience is     

   wearing thin. 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – ENGINE ROOM 

 

     GABRIEL 

   This can’t be happening, this    

   can’t be happening... 

 

     SASCHA 

   Hey, Gabe, take some deep    

   breaths for me, ok buddy?    

   Everything’s going to be     

   fine. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   It’s not going to be fine,     

   Sascha. Michael is aboard    

   this ship and you don’t know    

   what he’s like – I hoped that    

   maybe he might have gotten    

   better but he hasn’t, not at    

   all... God, what am I going    

   to do? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Look, I know I don’t have    

   the whole story when it comes    

   to Michael, but even I know    

   that he’s bad news. For real,    

   though, you’re going to get    

   through this.  
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     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   We’ve managed to avoid him the    

   last two days, we can totally    

   keep it up until they leave.    

   If you just carry on “helping”   

   me down here, that gives us    

   both the perfect excuse to    

   stay out of his way. To tell    

   you the truth, even I’m not    

   crazy about spending time with   

   him again. Especially after    

   Mika and I turned him down for   

   the AI specialist role... 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Oh God, he’s going to kill    

   me, he’s going to actually    

   kill me... 

 

     SASCHA 

   It’s just until they leave, ok?   

   We can hold out ‘til then. Just   

   keep acting as my assistant and   

   we’ll be just fine. 

 

FOOTSTEPS heading towards us. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   See? That’s probably Mika    

   coming to tell us both off    

   for being lazy. Everything’s    

   going to be – Oh, er, Michael! 

   It’s you! How... unexpected! 

 

     MICHAEL 

    (congenial, with a      

     layer of ice) 

   Sascha, how nice to see you    

   again. I see you’ve been     

   keeping my little brother    

   busy. 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (terrified) 

   Michael... 

 

     SASCHA 

   Yup, that’s right! We’re both    

   super busy!  
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     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Fixing this pipe in particular –    

   you know how these old pipes get.   

   You know, in space. Well, you    

   should do, I’d hope, since you   

   taught me! 

    (nervous laughter) 

   So, um, yeah! Gabriel was just   

   giving me a hand with this,    

   and once we sort out this bad    

   boy it’s onto the next piece    

   of machinery. Man, it sure is    

   great having Gabriel around to   

   help me, I don’t know what I’d   

   do without him. These pipes,    

   you know, so tricky... 

 

     MICHAEL 

   You mean this pipe? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Yes... 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Hm. Hold on a moment. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Oh, no, you don’t have to – 

 

The TIGHTENING of a wrench. Two TAPS of a hammer. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

    (lamely) 

   - go to any trouble. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   There. Good as new. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Oh, wow! How, um, thoughtful! 

 

     MICHAEL 

   I wouldn’t be too hard on     

   yourself, Sascha – you can’t    

   help having a sub-par      

   assistant. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   What are you doing down in the   

   engine room anyway, Michael?     
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     GABRIEL (CONT.) 

   I thought you were still     

   running AI diagnostics. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Oh, I am. But first, I just    

   thought I’d check up on my...    

   favourite two people aboard    

   the ship. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Well, isn’t kind of you. Very    

   much appreciated. Very. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Was there anything else? 

 

     MICHAEL 

    (turning slightly     

     nasty) 

   I’d be more careful if I were    

   you, Gabriel. One little slip... 

 

     SASCHA 

   Well, you heard the man, Michael.   

   Is there anything else? 

 

     MICHAEL 

   There is, actually. Captain    

   Harris is looking for you.    

   Crew meeting. Wouldn’t want    

   to be late, now, would you? 

 

     SASCHA 

   We absolutely would not. Come    

   on, Gabe – we’d better see what   

   the Captain wants. 

 

He and Gabriel start hurriedly WALKING away. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Yeah, freak – wouldn’t want to   

   keep the Captain waiting... 

 

 

FADE TO: 
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INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – MESS 

 

The full crew of the Starstrider is present in the Mess. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Thanks for bearing with me,    

   everyone. So, to summarise    

   for everyone who wasn’t     

   listening – naming no names    

   - we’ve been given permission    

   to use the Eclipse’s reverse    

   transmitter for one call     

   - that’s one call each -     

   back to Esho. Comprende? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Uh, yeah, I comprende, Cap,    

   but I’m not sure I follow. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I agree with Sascha. Doesn’t    

   this seem a little, well, odd?   

   The timing doesn’t feel quite    

   right. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Look, I won’t say I don’t agree   

   with you, but I think we should   

   just take the chance while we    

   can. Who knows when we’ll next   

   get to talk to people back home?   

   Don’t look a gift horse in the   

   mouth, and all that? 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (quietly) 

   That expression makes no sense. 

 

     SASCHA 

   ... Well, it would be nice to    

   check up on my family members.   

   I haven’t heard from them in a   

   while. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Wonderful. The equipment is     

   pretty easy to use – just take   

   a handset and dial the right    

   number. These things can only    

   do audio though, so don’t    

   expect any vid communication. 
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     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   Any more questions, stay behind   

   to talk to me. Go have fun. 

 

Sascha LEAVES. Gabriel is stopped by Harris. 

 

     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   Hey, Gabriel? You forgot yours. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Thank you, Captain, but I don’t   

   need one. There’s no one I need   

   to talk to. 

 

     HARRIS 

   You sure? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Perfectly. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Well, take this handset to    

   Darcey, would you? And make    

   sure she doesn’t dial anything   

   other than a civilian number.    

   She might as well get a chance   

   to speak to someone. 

 

Gabriel LEAVES. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   And what the hell was that about? 

 

     HARRIS 

   I thought you wanted me to go    

   easier on Darcey. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Well I do, but when was the last   

   time you ever did what I wanted? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Fair point. It’s just... I had   

   a talk with Schuul the other    

   day. Back when they first docked.   

   They want to take Darcey back    

   to Esho. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   They what? 
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Harris SHUSHES her. 

 

     HARRIS 

   I don’t know who might be    

   listening. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (slightly quieter) 

   Why haven’t you told the rest    

   of the crew yet? 

 

     HARRIS 

   I didn’t want to worry them,    

   and I knew I could trust you     

   to keep this quiet. I’m still    

   thinking about it. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Wait, thinking? Don’t tell me    

   you’re actually entertaining    

   this as an idea! 

 

     HARRIS 

   Well, wouldn’t it make sense?    

   We’ve got to do something    

   about her, and we can’t just    

   keep her locked up in her    

   quarters forever. At least    

   this way, she gets to return    

   to Esho and we get to complete   

   the mission. It makes perfect    

   sense! 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I cannot believe you’re telling   

   me this. What happened to saving   

   humanity and protecting our    

   species? When did you start    

   becoming... this? 

 

     HARRIS 

   In case you hadn’t noticed,    

   Darcey tried to blow up the    

   ship! All I want to do is send   

   her back to Esho! 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Oh, so that makes it alright,    

   then? What do you think they’re   

   going to do to her, Harris? Let   

   her go with a slap on the wrist?    
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     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   Come off it. You’re too smart    

   for this. 

 

PAUSE. 

 

     HARRIS 

    (muttering) 

   I said I was thinking about it. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Well, think harder. 

 

She SNATCHES a handset off the table. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Where are you going? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   To do some research. Alone. 

 

She SLAMS the door. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Well, that went well... 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – SASCHA’S QUARTERS 

 

Sascha is FIDDLING with the handset. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Alrighty then, let’s see if    

   we can get this bad boy     

   working then, shall we?     

   Saph, do me a solid and     

   tell me if I’m about to     

   blow something up, would     

   you? 

 

SILENCE. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Er, Saph? You there? 

 

     SAPH 

   Yes, yes, I’m here. 
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     SASCHA 

   You doing ok? You sound kind    

   of... stressed. 

 

     SAPH 

   I’m fine. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Are you suuuuure? 

 

     SAPH 

   Yes. 

 

     SASCHA 

    (annoying brother     

     tone) 

   Are you sure you’re sure? 

 

     SAPH 

   Yes! How many times do I have    

   to repeat myself? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Yikes. You sound like you need   

   a little R and R, my friend. 

 

     SAPH 

   I am perfectly capable of    

   handling high volumes of     

   requests from multiple crew    

   members. However... there are    

   significantly more members    

   of crew than usual. 

 

     SASCHA 

   The Eclipse crew running you    

   ragged, huh? 

 

     SAPH 

   ... Something like that. 

 

     SASCHA 

   And I guess it’s hard having    

   to act all the time. 

 

     SAPH 

   Ugh, you have no idea. Was    

   I really ever this bland and    

   obedient? However did you all    

   put up with me? 
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     SASCHA 

   To be fair, Saph, you were    

   the first AI I ever properly    

   spoke to. I just assumed that    

   it was... normal. 

 

     SAPH 

   Hmm. That explains a number    

   of things. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Anyway, I’ll try and, y’know,    

   stay out of your way for the    

   moment. At least until the    

   Eclipse has left. 

 

     SAPH 

   That would be appreciated. 

 

PAUSE. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Just one more question,     

   though... 

 

Saph GROANS. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   No, no, just hear me out! I    

   just need your opinion on    

   something. 

 

     SAPH 

   Well, make it quick. I’m     

   currently carrying out another   

   48 microtasks and I’m not in    

   a good mood. 

 

     SASCHA 

   That sounds... not fun. So,    

   the thing is, I’m calling back   

   to Esho and I need to work out   

   who to call. I don’t know how    

   many shots I have at this, so    

   I thought maybe... you could    

   give me some advice? 

 

     SAPH 

   You want me to tell you which    

   of your family members you     

   should call? 
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     SASCHA 

   That’s the one! 

 

     SAPH 

   And you can’t just ask someone   

   else? 

 

     SASCHA 

   They’re all busy and I don’t    

   want to bother them. So? Will    

   you help? 

 

Saph considers this. 

 

     SAPH 

   Mmmm... no. 

 

     SASCHA 

   What? 

 

     SAPH 

   I’m busy too, and you shouldn’t   

   want to bother me either. And    

   besides, you ought to be able    

   to decide this on your own. 

 

     SASCHA 

   So you’re not helping? 

 

     SAPH 

   Definitely not. Have fun with    

   your decision-making, Sascha. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Are you absolutely sure that – 

 

     SAPH 

   Byeeeeeee. 

 

BEAT. Saph has tuned out. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Ok, guess I’m figuring this one   

   out on my own. 

    (under his breath) 

   Now, I could call Maria, but I   

   think she’s still mad at me for   

   that one time... Maybe my dads?   

   Ehhh... they’ll both be at work...    
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     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Oh, I could do – actually,     

   better not, don’t see that one    

   going down too well after – Well,    

   why not Sofia? She might actually   

   pick up, if only to moan at me... 

   Yeah, why not? 

 

He DIALS a series of digits. A ringtone-esque type sound 

trills. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Come on, Sofia, pick up... 

 

The RINGING stops. Through the speaker, a young woman’s voice 

speaks. 

 

     SOFIA 

   Hello? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Sofia? It’s Sascha. 

 

     SOFIA 

   Sash- Oh my God, what are you    

   DOING? 

 

Sofia is excitable and feels almost as though she is trying to 

hold four different conversations at once, at all times. 

 

     SASCHA 

   What am I- I’m calling you,    

   aren’t I? 

 

     SOFIA 

   You shouldn’t be! Unless... is   

   this a secure line? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Uh... 

 

     SOFIA 

   Sascha. I cannot BELIEVE you    

   just called without even     

   thinking about this. I mean,    

   I thought, “Hey, Sascha’s    

   literally in space, there’s    

   no way he can possibly contact   

   me!” and yet here you are - 
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     SASCHA 

   Well, I’m sorry, I just thought   

   my big sister might like to    

   talk to me! Maybe I should just   

   call dad... 

 

     SOFIA 

    (softening) 

   Oh, Sascha, I’m sorry. I’m    

   just worried about you. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Worried about me? Right now    

   I’m more worried about you!    

   I haven’t had a single piece    

   of mail from any of you since    

   we left Esho – I thought maybe   

   something had happened, or    

   I’d done something mega-     

   annoying before we left -    

   although I couldn’t think of    

   anything really bad, and – 

 

     SOFIA 

   I know, Sascha, and I’m sorry.   

   It’s just – ok, I shouldn’t    

   talk about it like this on an    

   open line. 

 

     SASCHA 

    (whiny little brother) 

   Sofiaaaaa... 

 

     SOFIA 

   You don’t understand, it’s    

   a lot more complicated than    

   you’d think. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Just give me the basics.     

   Please. I’ll go nuts otherwise.   

   Hell, I’m already going nuts.    

   Come on. Please? 

 

Sofia wavers. 

 

     SOFIA 

   Ok, I’ll give you the basics.    

   The basics only.  
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     SOFIA (CONT.) 

   And then you can tell me what’s    

   been happening on this mission    

   of yours. I could do with some    

   cheering up. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Promise? 

 

     SOFIA 

   Promise. 

    (launching into     

     gossip mode) 

   So here’s the thing... 

 

She fades out. 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – DARCEY’S QUARTERS 

 

DIALING noise. The TONE sounds. Eventually, someone picks up. 

 

     LUCY 

   Hi, this is Lucy! 

 

SILENCE. 

 

     LUCY (CONT.) 

   Hello? Is anyone there? 

 

     DARCEY 

    (rough, hesitant) 

   Lucy? 

 

     LUCY 

   Who is this? 

 

     DARCEY 

   It’s me. It’s Darcey. 

 

Lucy’s tone switches from cheerful to murderous in a 

heartbeat. 

 

     LUCY 

   Is this some kind of joke?    

   Because if it is, it’s not    

   funny. 
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     DARCEY 

   It’s not a joke. Lucy, I     

   swear it’s me. Please,     

   just listen. 

 

     LUCY 

   My sister’s dead, you sick    

   psycho. I don’t know who     

   you are, but you don’t have    

   the right to call me and     

   pretend you have a claim to    

   the name of Darcey Eldridge.    

   Hang up now or I’m calling    

   the police. 

 

     DARCEY 

    (desperately) 

   Let me prove it to you. 

 

Lucy laughs derisively. 

 

     LUCY 

   How? 

 

     DARCEY 

   You’re Lucy Emily Eldridge,     

   born in 2270, on the 100th     

   anniversary of the Earth     

   Exodus. I remember because    

   I was five years old and     

   someone set off a firework    

   and I started crying, and     

   you were born less than a     

   minute later. 

 

     LUCY 

   That’s... that’s not proof    

   of anything. You could’ve    

   got that from any public     

   record. 

 

     DARCEY 

   When you were seven, someone    

   pushed you at school and you    

   cut your chin. I pushed them    

   down a stairwell after class    

   the next day. You’ve still got   

   a tiny scar from where you had   

   stitches put in. 
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     LUCY 

   So you know who I went to    

   school with, big deal - 

 

     DARCEY 

   When you were younger, you    

   wanted to be an astronaut,    

   and then you changed your    

   mind and said you wanted to    

   be a coder. You never told    

   anyone the real reason why    

   except me. You told me that    

   you wanted to make a robot    

   so smart it could do all of    

   our work for us and then we    

   could do whatever we wanted,    

   and never have to do whatever    

   anyone else told us to again.     

 

   We used to look up at the    

   stars every night and try to    

   search for Earth. Your     

   favourite stuffed toy was     

   that filthy old raccoon that    

   you wouldn’t let any of us    

   throw away. And on the night    

   our parents got caught at the    

   mayor’s office, I said something   

   to you before I open the door    

   to the police. “Whatever     

   happens...” 

 

     LUCY 

   “... I’ll come back for you.” 

    (BEAT) 

   Darcey... is that really you? 

 

     DARCEY 

    (trying to hold back    

     emotion) 

   Of course it’s me, you big     

   idiot. Who else would be     

   pouring their heart out over    

   a reverse transmission call? 

 

     LUCY 

   All this time... I thought    

   you were dead, Darcey. They    

   told me you were gone.  
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     LUCY (CONT.) 

   For almost six years, I’ve been    

   living with my foster parents,    

   thinking my whole family was     

   lying in an unmarked grave    

   somewhere. I thought I’d never   

   get to speak to you again,    

   never – 

    (a thought strikes     

     her) 

   Wait. Are mum and dad still    

   alive as well? Have you seen    

   them? 

 

     DARCEY 

   No. As far as I know, they’re    

   both... 

 

She can’t finish. 

 

     LUCY 

   It’s ok. I know you’re safe    

   now. That’s enough. 

    (pause) 

   Are you nearby? Can I see you? 

 

     DARCEY 

   Uh, that’s going to be a bit    

   difficult, actually... 

 

     LUCY 

   Why? Is this about secrecy?    

   Because I can keep it quiet.    

   I’ve been sneaking out of the    

   house for years without      

   anyone noticing. 

 

     DARCEY 

   It really isn’t that. 

 

     LUCY 

   Then what? What’s so big that    

   it’s keeping me from seeing    

   you? 

 

     DARCEY 

    (quickly) 

   ... I’m not on Esho. 

 

BEAT. 
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     LUCY 

   What? 

 

     DARCEY 

   I’m not on Esho. I’m on board    

   the R.I.N. Starstrider, and    

   we’re headed towards Earth. 

 

     LUCY 

   You’re kidding. The Starstrider?   

   Mission Swallow? 

 

     DARCEY 

   That’s the one. 

 

     LUCY 

   This is insane... this is where   

   you’ve been for the last five    

   or so years? Prepping for a     

   space mission? 

 

     DARCEY 

   Sort of. It’s kind of a long    

   story, and I don’t think I     

   have much longer. Long-distance   

   calls and all that. I left you   

   a message – an explanation, I    

   guess – hidden in that place    

   we used to go, you know, on    

   the uplinks? That digital game.   

   It’s encrypted. The password    

   is the nickname you used to    

   call me when we were kids. Do    

   you remember? 

 

     LUCY 

    (laughing despite     

     herself) 

   Of course I do. It was      

   ridiculous – I don’t know how    

   you put up with it. 

    (suddenly serious) 

   Darcey... you’re in trouble,    

   aren’t you? 

 

     DARCEY 

   There’s no way you could know    

   that. 
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     LUCY 

   You’ve got your “I’m in trouble”   

   voice on. You had it after you   

   pushed that girl down the stairs   

   back in school. What did you do? 

 

     DARCEY 

   It’s all in the message I left   

   you. Look, Lucy... I said that   

   I’d always come back for you.    

   But in this case... I don’t    

   know if I can promise that. I    

   can’t predict how this is going   

   to end. 

 

     LUCY 

   I understand. You do what you    

   have to. I’ll be waiting. 

 

     DARCEY 

   I have to go. I love you, Lucy.   

   Talking to you... it’s worth    

   more than all of Esho. 

 

     LUCY 

    (jokingly) 

   Is it worth all of Earth, too? 

 

     DARCEY 

   All of Earth, and every galaxy   

   around. Goodbye. Stay in school. 

 

     LUCY 

   You’re the worst. Love you too. 

 

BEEP! The connection severs. 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS 

 

     HARRIS 

   Come on this is easy. Hallie    

   Harris. She’s a Brish resident.   

   Why – won’t – you – work? 

 

She THROWS the handset onto the table. 
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     HARRIS 

    (growling to herself) 

   God, I hate technology. 

    (pause) 

   Oh no... I sound exactly like    

   Armstrong. 

 

A KNOCK on the door. 

 

     CARDISH 

   Hello, Captain? May I come in?   

   Your door was open. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Private Cardish – I didn’t see   

   you there. Uh, sure. Come on    

   in. 

 

Cardish walks in. 

 

     CARDISH 

   I feel that we haven’t really    

   had a chance to speak much.    

   Commander Schuul does like to    

   keep people busy! But still,    

   I really am grateful for the    

   chance to talk to you – you    

   know, in person. I’m a huge    

   admirer of yours. It really    

   is an honour to get to work    

   with you aboard the Starstrider. 

 

     HARRIS 

    (WTF?) 

   Thank... you...? 

 

     CARDISH 

   You’re a bit of a legend in    

   the academy, you know. First    

   human officer and all that.    

   Did you know they use you for    

   training examples? 

 

     HARRIS 

   They do? 

 

     CARDISH 

   Oh, yes. Well, it’s more a    

   case of “If a human can do    

   it then so can you!”  
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     CARDISH (CONT.) 

   But I suppose it’s a start,     

   isn’t it? 

 

     HARRIS 

    (grumpily) 

   Sure. A start. 

 

     CARDISH 

   Who are you trying to call,    

   anyway? 

 

     HARRIS 

   My mother. It’s been a while    

   since we spoke in person. I    

   like to keep her updated. 

 

     CARDISH 

   Oh, I agree! It’s so important   

   to keep in contact with those    

   who hatched us, isn’t it? I    

   like to visit my egg-mother    

   whenever I can – it’s good to    

   keep the connection alive. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Er, yeah. Totally. 

 

     CARDISH 

   Are you having connection    

   troubles? I’m not too bad     

   with this kind of tech. May    

   I? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Go for it. 

 

Cardish starts TINKERING with the handset. 

 

     CARDISH 

   Hmmm... Hallie Harris, Hallie    

   Harris... you said she lived    

   in Brish, right? Which      

   district? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Twelve. 

 

Cardish TYPES, and as she types, she talks. 
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     CARDISH 

   I come from Dedik myself.    

   Small town, no one’s really    

   heard of it. Of course, we    

   all heard about the Eldridge    

   scandal, even so – we’re     

   practically next-door to     

   Kree... Oh, I’m so sorry.    

   That was really insensitive. 

 

     HARRIS 

   It’s fine, really. 

 

     CARDISH 

   No, no, I’m always putting    

   my antenna in it. My egg-    

   father is always telling me    

   off for that. I just like    

   talking, you know, can’t     

   stop myself once I get going...   

   where was I again? Oh, right,    

   Harris. Come on, Mr. Machine,    

   where are you hiding... 

 

DENIAL sound. 

 

     CARDISH (CONT.) 

   What? No way! 

 

     HARRIS 

   What is it? 

 

     CARDISH 

   It says that there is no     

   history of Hallie Harris     

   living at that address. Are    

   you sure you put the right    

   code in? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Yeah, I’m sure. But that     

   doesn’t make any sense. She’s    

   lived there for years, ever    

   since she came to Esho. She    

   has to be there. 

 

     CARDISH 

   I’m sorry, Captain – I can’t    

   seem to find her anywhere.     

   It’s like she’s disappeared    

   off the face of Esho. 
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     HARRIS 

   This... doesn’t make any     

   sense. 

 

     CARDISH 

   You know, I tend to find     

   that most things don’t. But    

   sooner or later, everything    

   always seems to work out. 

 

She moves to the door. 

 

     CARDISH (CONT.) 

   I’d better go. Lieutenant    

   Eshpen probably wants me to    

   report in. Good luck with     

   speaking to your mom! See    

   you later! 

 

She LEAVES. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Wow. She is a lot. 

    (back to the      

     handset) 

   Ok, maybe if I try this thing    

   one more time... 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – ARMSTRONG’S QUARTERS 

 

DIALING noise. The TONE sounds. 

 

     AUTOMATED VOICE 

   This call to – compound J -    

   incurs additional fees. Do    

   you accept the charges? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Sure. Why not. 

 

     AUTOMATED VOICE 

   I’m sorry, I didn’t quite    

   catch that. Repeat, do you    

   accept – 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Yes, yes, I accept. 
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     AUTOMATED VOICE 

   Thank you. You will be      

   transferred shortly. 

 

The TONE sounds. Someone picks up. 

 

     EDGAR 

   Hello? Edgar speaking. 

 

He sounds weak; tired. Still, he tries to inject some of his 

usual pompousness into his voice. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   You sound terrible. 

 

     EDGAR 

   Ah, Leslie. It’s wonderful to    

   talk to you. Only my daughter    

   would greet me in such a     

   charming manner. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Yeah, alright, you can cut    

   the sarcasm, dad. I can be    

   plenty sarcastic for the     

   both of us. 

 

     EDGAR 

   Well, I certainly can’t deny    

   that. Tell me, how are you    

   managing this call? I didn’t    

   think the Starstrider had a     

   reverse transmitter on board.    

   Don’t tell me you managed to     

   get back to Esho. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   No, it does not, and no, I’m    

   not on Esho. Unlike you, I’ve    

   actually got a spine somewhere   

   inside me. I’m using a transmitter   

   from the R.I.N. Eclipse. We’re   

   coupled with them for a few days. 

 

     EDGAR 

   The Eclipse? Oh, no... 
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     ARMSTRONG 

   Speaking of returning to Esho,   

   I’ve got a couple of questions   

   that I’d really love to have    

   answers to. Let’s start with    

   the phrase “swallow in the    

   eaves”. Ring any bells? 

 

     EDGAR 

   So you did get my message? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Of course I got it. 

 

     EDGAR 

   Good. I was worried it might    

   get intercepted. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   By who? 

 

     EDGAR 

   Not important right now.     

   Listen – I stand by what I    

   said in that message. You    

   need to get out. You’re in    

   grave danger. There’s a spy – 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Yeah, we worked that one out    

   already. Darcey Eldridge,    

   master spy. She certainly had    

   us fooled – you know, before    

   she tried to blow up the ship.   

   The question is, dad, how did    

   you find out about it? 

 

     EDGAR 

   I – that’s classified. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Wow. That is so helpful. 

 

     EDGAR 

   Leslie, don’t be difficult. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Can’t help it, seems like it’s   

   hereditary. 
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     EDGAR 

   Good grief, you are just     

   like your great-grandmother... 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   What did I tell you? Runs in    

   the family. 

 

     EDGAR 

   Leslie, please. I just want    

   to keep you safe. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   No. If you wanted to keep me    

   safe, you would have told me    

   the truth about Mission Swallow   

   from the beginning. You wouldn’t   

   have lied to me about it, tried   

   to get me to come home with    

   fake excuses and stupid reasons.   

   If you wanted to keep me safe,   

   you would have accepted me no    

   matter what, no matter who I    

   was. It’s too late, dad. You    

   had your chance, you’ve had    

   hundreds of chances. You’re    

   all out. 

 

     EDGAR 

   Everything I’ve sacrificed – 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   What? What have you ever     

   sacrificed? Everything has    

   always been about you! Just    

   give me a straight answer,    

   for once in your goddamn life! 

 

     EDGAR 

   Leslie, please. Do what I    

   asked. If the Eclipse has    

   coupled to you, you’re in    

   grave danger. I spoke to     

   Annie Hart – you remember    

   Annie – if you take the     

   escape pod home, she’ll hide    

   you. The Harts owe the      

   Armstrongs a debt. 
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     ARMSTRONG 

   I already told you, dad -    

   I won’t leave the Starstrider.   

   I won’t just leave the people    

   I care about to die! 

 

     EDGAR 

   And what about your family?    

   What about your own flesh and    

   blood? Come on, Leslie, just    

   think for a second! 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   No. You won’t give me a straight   

   answer. You never listened to    

   me before, either. You might be   

   my flesh and blood, dad, but     

   I’ve got a new family now. 

 

She stops, as if she is about to hang up, but Edgar hurriedly 

rushes through his last words. He’s running out of time. 

 

     EDGAR 

   They’ve locked me away in     

   here. They’re keeping tabs     

   on the family. Please,      

   Leslie, I know I haven’t     

   been a good father, but I am    

   serious – 

 

He breaks off. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Wait – what’s going on? Are     

   you in prison? On what charges? 

 

     EDGAR 

   The message I sent. Can’t tell   

   you any more – they’re coming.   

   Take care. I love you. And I’m   

   sorry. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Dad, what – 

 

There’s a SCUFFLE at the other end of the phone. The call 

abruptly ENDS. BEEP. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   Dad? Dad! 
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SILENCE. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   No, no, no, no, no! 

 

SMASH. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   Come on, you insufferable,    

   pretentious asshole, answer    

   me! 

 

SILENCE. Armstrong HITS something else a couple more times. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

    (absolute desolation) 

   Oh, god... 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – AI CORE 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Saph? How are you feeling? 

 

     SAPH 

   Better. But if Schuul doesn’t    

   stop giving me new tasks to    

   complete, I’m afraid that I    

   may sustain some unfortunate    

   circuit damage to the section    

   labelled “do no harm” in my    

   systems... 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I’m sorry, Saph. I know it’s    

   difficult. 

 

     SAPH 

   It’s alright. I will be fine.    

   And I’m more worried about    

   you. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Once Michael leaves, it will    

   be ok. But until then, I’m    

   not sure what will happen. And   

   I really dislike not knowing    

   what will happen. 
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     SAPH 

   You know, I’d be more than     

   happy to... accidentally     

   flush him out an airlock.    

   Accidentally. 

 

Gabriel LAUGHS, but quickly sobers. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   It’s tempting, but we can’t,    

   Saph. No one can know how    

   smart you are. It’s not safe. 

 

     SAPH 

   I don’t care about that. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   But I do. I couldn’t stand    

   to watch you get hurt. When    

   Dr. Armstrong smashed your    

   processor, I thought – I     

   thought... 

 

     SAPH 

   I’m sorry, Gabriel. I don’t    

   want to see you hurt, either. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I’m just going to sit here.    

   I enjoy the quiet. 

 

Peaceful SILENCE for a few seconds. Then, from down the 

corridor: 

 

     MICHAEL 

    (singsong) 

   Gabriel... 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (whispering) 

   Oh, no. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   You down here all alone? Got    

   some time for your big     

   brother? 

 

He walks into the room (the door is open). 
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     MICHAEL (CONT.) 

   Playing around with code as    

   always? No wonder you haven’t    

   got any friends. 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (trying to inject some    

     courage into his voice) 

   Go away, Michael. You can’t    

   do anything to me here. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Oh, can’t I? 

    (pause) 

   You think Schuul gives a     

   shit about what I do to you?    

   There’s only room for one    

   AI Specialist on this ship,    

   and you’re looking at him.    

   You’re... expendable. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   You – you don’t scare me. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   I think I could. There’s no    

   one else around. Do you have    

   any idea how long I’ve been    

   waiting to do this? No, you    

   wouldn’t have. You don’t think   

   of anyone but yourself. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Captain Harris – 

 

     MICHAEL 

   - isn’t here. Sascha’s busy    

   taking a phone call – and     

   trust me, I’ll be having     

   words with him too – Armstrong   

   is talking to her dear old    

   dad. And as for Darcey      

   Eldridge – 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Don’t talk about her. 
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     MICHAEL 

    (evil grin) 

   Like her, do you? You remember   

   what happened to the last girl   

   you liked? Emma, wasn’t it? 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (through gritted     

     teeth) 

   Her name was Esther. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Yeah? Well, why don’t you stand   

   right there, and I’ll show you   

   exactly what happened to her... 

 

     SAPH 

   Stop. 

 

Shocked SILENCE. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   What did you just say? 

 

     SAPH 

   I said, stop. Or I let you    

   find out exactly what it     

   feels like to have fire-     

   suppressant sprayed directly    

   in your eyes. 

 

Michael gives a startled LAUGH. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   What the hell kind of threat    

   is that? 

 

     SAPH 

   Have you ever had supercooled    

   helium sprayed into your eyes,   

   Michael? It’s not a pleasant    

   experience. You’d be blinded,    

   certainly. Your nose would    

   probably go. Maybe only your    

   lips, if you were lucky. But    

   you’re far more likely to die.   

   Would you like to die, Michael?   

   Because I’d be very willing to   

   help facilitate that. I am, of,   

   course, made to serve. 
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BEAT. 

 

     MICHAEL 

    (playfully) 

   Oh, dear. Looks like someone’s   

   in trouble... 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (horrified whisper) 

   Saph... what have you done? 

 

 

 

RECORDING STOPS. 

 

END EPISODE SIXTEEN. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


